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and Religion turns to religion and the controversy caused by Edward
Gibbon’s treatment of the early Christian Church. Examining this
controversy in unprecedented depth, Pocock challenges the assumption that Gibbon wrote with the intention of destroying belief in the
Christian revelation, and questions our understanding of the character of ‘enlightenment’. Reconsidering the genesis, inception and
reception of these crucial chapters of the Decline and Fall, Pocock
explores the response of Gibbon’s critics, afﬁrming that his reputation
as an unbeliever was established before his history of the Church had
been written.
The magnitude of Barbarism and Religion is already apparent.
Religion: The First Triumph will be read not just as a remarkable
analysis of the making of the Decline and Fall, but also as a comment
on the collision of belief and disbelief, a subject as pertinent now as
it was to Gibbon’s eighteenth-century readers.
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The progress of Christianity has been marked by two glorious and
decisive victories: over the learned and luxurious citizens of the Roman
empire; and over the warlike barbarians of Scythia and Germany, who
subverted the empire and embraced the religion of the Romans.
Decline and Fall, chapter 37
To the memory of Richard H. Popkin (1923–2005) and
Joseph M. Levine (1931–2007)
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Preface

The problematics of this volume are set out in the Introduction. It enquires
into Gibbon’s intentions, and their consequences, in publishing chapters 15
and 16 of the Decline and Fall at the end of its ﬁrst volume in 1776.1 It
raises the question, ﬁrst asked by a contemporary, of how these chapters
are related to his project as a historian, and goes so far as to ask whether
he was as yet fully master of his intentions and the means by which he
intended to pursue them. It will be a premise of this volume that he was
from this point obliged to operate within a long-established context, that
of ecclesiastical history, and the ﬁrst six chapters consist of a study of the
major historians in this ﬁeld of whom he made use.
The primary question asked is what Gibbon intended by publishing
two chapters on Christianity before Constantine, before proceeding to its
establishment as the religion of empire. The second half of the volume
is devoted to the context in which he published these chapters, what
history he narrated and began to construct in them, and how his ﬁrst
readers understood and responded to them. This will be the history of
a controversy – one which has never yet been studied in detail – and
a further afﬁrmation will be that Gibbon’s reputation as an unbeliever
was established before his history of the Church in the empire had been
either written or published. By the time it appeared, his readers were able
to assume, not only that he was an unbeliever, but that he was writing
history with the intention of destroying Christian belief. This assumption
remains current today. There is a history of the Decline and Fall ’s reception
that could be written, recounting how the Christian belief that he was
furthering a general ‘deist’ offensive – one which was indeed going on –
mutated into an agnostic belief that he was taking part in just such an
offensive, approved of by agnostics under the name of ‘Enlightenment’. To
this day it remains possible for publishers wishing to introduce their public
1

For an earlier statement of this enquiry, see FDF, ‘Epilogue’, pp. 489–500.

ix
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to the Decline and Fall to select chapters 15 and 16 as the key to the work
as a whole, stating the purpose for which it was written.2
This volume challenges that selection, largely by challenging the
still prevalent assumption that a more or less uniﬁed ‘Enlightenment’ or
‘rationalism’ was conducting a uniﬁed offensive against a Christianity summarised, and too often dismissed, under the single heading of ‘orthodoxy’
or ‘tradition’. Such offensives were indeed going on; but a study of the
contexts in which chapters 15 and 16 were written and read, and are to be
understood historically, becomes that of a debate as much within Protestant
and English Christianity as directed against it. From this we have to learn
how Gibbon framed his intentions, whatever they may have been, and how
they were read and interpreted, whether or not these interpretations were
just.
This context may be termed an ‘Enlightenment’, though to do so is to
accept the premise that this noun may be used in several ways, denoting
processes arising from various historical situations, which it may or may
not be possible to unite under a single heading. For the present it seems less
important to pursue that possibility than to study the various ‘Enlightenments’ as movements occurred which induce us to call them by that name.
In recent scholarship there has developed an interest in the interactions of
theories of the origins of society based on natural philosophy with accounts
of that process based on Old Testament accounts of the fall of man, the
universal deluge and the confusion of tongues.3 The interaction between
these two discourses is proving more complex and rewarding of study than
was previously supposed. The origins of the Christian Church, however –
the subject with which Gibbon went some way towards involving himself – were based less immediately on the Old Testament than the New.
They recounted less the truths revealed to Moses concerning the origins
of the world and the history of humanity, than the revelation of God in
the person of Christ at a moment in the history of Rome, its empire and
Israel after the Captivity concerning which there existed a great many written narratives recounting complex civil histories. The revelation according
to Moses could be challenged by providing philosophic natural histories
of human society; the revelation of God in Jesus Christ offered to transcend and transform a civil history, already known, which it did not deny.
That history could be rewritten with the aid of philosophical concepts of
human nature and society, but these did not do away with civil history
and its problems. The question regarding Gibbon is whether the history he
2

E.g. Gibbon, 2004.

3

Robertson, 2005.
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offered in chapters 15 and 16 was to be understood as proceeding without
reference to a revelation, and whether it offered to explain belief in the
revelation of Jesus Christ as a phenomenon in the history of the human
mind.
The English – indeed Church of England – Enlightenment in which
Gibbon’s two chapters were received and perhaps originated was initially
a clerical and even conservative movement, in which the revelation and
divinity of Jesus need not be denied and were for the most part afﬁrmed
and defended. It can be retained within a pattern of Enlightenment by
pointing out that the overmastering English need to insist that Christian
belief did not overturn civil order led to views of Christ’s nature in which
grace became subordinate to law, the divine to the human and the Son
to the Father. Ancient Arian and modern Socinian doctrines were widely
held, and liberal and tolerant attitudes towards the debate over them more
widely still. Recoil towards the Trinitarianism still required by law was,
however, the regular response to such doctrines, and it is of the greatest
importance to remember that even, perhaps especially, those who thought
Christ divine in mission rather than substance still considered his performance of miracles and fulﬁlment of prophecies necessary proofs of his
mission. It was common to ﬁnd unitarians who were also millenarians,
and Gibbon’s critics demanding that the spread of Christianity be due to
its character as revelation were by no means all of the high Trinitarian
persuasion.
There were a number of orthodox and less orthodox positions that could
be adopted and by no means all of them implied a descent towards unbelief.
Beyond them, however, there did lie several such dangers: a unitarianism
that denied Christ’s divinity altogether, a deism that implied a philosophical
monotheism without revelation, an Epicurean or Spinozist merger of spirit
with matter, or – probably closest to Gibbon’s own position – a Humean
scepticism which denied that the human intellect could know God while
conceding that it could never be prevented from afﬁrming him. Among
all these possibilities the critical intellect might stop where it chose, but
could never be free of the suspicion that it meant to go further and all the
way. Conyers Middleton was and remains so accused, and so of course was
Gibbon. All his critics demanded to know whether he thought the Christian
religion had been revealed by God, and nearly all of them concluded, or
assumed, that he did not. The debate was complicated, however, by the
circumstance that several of them were content with ‘evidences’ – miracles
and prophecies – sufﬁcient to show that a revelation had occurred, without
specifying its content or its revelatory force.
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Gibbon disturbed his critics by acknowledging revelation in language
so minimal as to leave room for the suspicion that he did not believe
what he was saying. He obstinately and maliciously observed silence on
this matter, and the more he observed it the more his readers assumed
that it conveyed, and was intended to convey, an absolute and destructive
scepticism on all points of Christian belief. He distinguished between a
‘primary’ cause for the spread of Christianity – either a revelation or the
conviction that one had occurred – and ‘secondary’ causes, of which some
encouraged that conviction while others gave it dynamic force in particular
ways, and his critics suspected that they were designed either to replace the
primary cause or to explain it away. He adopted a tone which his Christian
readers denounced as a ‘sneer’ and his agnostic admirers have applauded
as ‘irony’. In both cases – the argument differs very little – the tone is
held to operate against all beliefs without signiﬁcant limits; a consequence
of Gibbon’s refusal to argue against central beliefs, whatever he might say
against the peripheral. The question whether a revelation had occurred was
not examined in Gibbon’s two chapters.
The reception of these chapters is examined in a chapter of the present
work which explores in some detail what his critics in fact said, argued
and believed. This study has not, as far as I know, been undertaken in
this degree of fullness until now, and it has been rightly pointed out that
the tradition of Gibbon scholarship has assumed that these writers, being
orthodox, are not to be taken seriously. This volume accords them parity
of esteem and studies them in detail because this is how history is supposed
to be written. We live at a time when militant theism and atheism are
once more in conﬂict, in which the relevant chapter will no doubt be
read as participant; the reader is desired to read it as history. He or she is
also reminded that this volume is a study of eighteenth-century discourse
on ecclesiastical history. The vast weight and brilliant light of modern
scholarship on late antiquity and primitive Christianity does not appear in
it because it has other purposes.
The Rezeptiongeschichte of the Decline and Fall naturally raises the question whether Gibbon’s readers interpreted his intentions correctly. Here
we encounter the circumstance that his intentions as regards religion were
interpreted before his history of the Church had begun, since it is not
immediately apparent what his account of the Church before Constantine
had to do with his still unwritten history of the Church after him. Several
of his critics thought he had merely antedated a slide into corruption and
popery which had begun later, and that much of what he said was wholly
applicable to a later period. It is therefore a question why he wrote and
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published chapters 15 and 16 when and as he did; and this leads into the
larger question (ﬁrst raised by Hugh Blair in April 1776) what his apparent
disbelief in Christianity has to do with the history of church and empire he
was now beginning to write. The treatment of that question in this volume
suggests that it was only in chapter 21, published ﬁve years later, that he
discovered means of presenting the belief in revelation as historical fact,
and that chapter 15 with its separation of primary from secondary causes
was a false beginning. The further implication is that it is an error to regard
the two chapters of 1776 as the key to the Decline and Fall or its central
assertion. By chapter 21 he had begun shaping a history of the Christian
Church along lines owing much to David Hume, whose unbelief he shared
but did not write history to promote. This chapter takes Christian belief
seriously without asserting it or its contrary. If he had found ways of adopting that tone in chapter 15, a great deal of critical literature might have
remained unwritten.
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Advice to readers

This book is a study of the history of eighteenth-century thinking about
the history of the early Christian Church. It does not attempt to make,
though it may not escape implying, statements about the latter history or its
recent historiography. Readers, Christian or non-believing, who may ﬁnd
themselves involved in analyses of thought they consider obsolete or false,
are asked to remember that they are studying the history of a time when
such thinking was offered and read seriously. In our time, when theism
and atheism are again in direct collision, this warning seems necessary.
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